
163rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop March 16th, 2017 

(The first hour discloses more about DL and his murders and gives details of Fabio's 

death, How the brain filters the fields through the emotions to create the physicality, 

The changes in man's evolution were due to emotions and we must learn how to control 

our emotions that we can immediately change our physicality to match the conditions of 

the environment where we land in the universe, We have to develop a way to 

scientifically measure the plasma, Use of pendulum to measure fields,  )  

 

(:13). I was asked in respect to the back end of last weeks teaching, why have we gone 

and opened the DL case. We have been told by the Securities that when we release 

certain things it brings back more information to them. Our disclosures and their 

discoveries of fake websites, it shows defrauding Belgium Government since 1980's. 

We were asked why do you carry on with this. You have to understand one thing our 

problem is not ours, these people are creating problems for themselves as we saw with 

Sterling, they have got away with so much that they challenge us to see if you can 

capture me. One of their comments said, I am still free. So they admit they're criminals 

and that has pushed the police to go further. (:15). Since the disclosures of last week of 

the companies in Panama, Luxemburg, Australia and Singapore which hasn't been 

released yet all brings to one point, the set up to destroy scientists and their work, and to 

steal their work is a natural habit. I thank the Belgium public for giving us a lot of 

information because the know the  language and can get more info. If you find more 

please send it to webmaster. It's amazing what has been released since last week, the 

police have released facts about Sylvester and the Knights of Malta. There is a pattern 

with these guys because they all work the same and they end up in Singapore, he was 

there in February this year. This is where they get paid by DL. New info has been 

revealed. Some of you were wondering how one man could have so many patent 

applications, actually he doesn't have any patents to his own name. He told us where he 

put them but we didn't understand, now the Belgium public has found it out. (:18).   

(:38). Keshe reads letter. (:45). In Ghana they are working on a warrant for DL's arrest 

in child trafficking. It's done by white Belgium girls in orphanages.      (1:11). We 

taught in the past few weeks how you can give E direction into the soul or to 

Physicality. How can we control the E that we can act and interact with Physicality that 

it can change instantaneous. The principle of transfer of physical conducts of Pl. The 

source doesn't change that much, the strength of the Sun in billions of years is still the 

same in the Pl structure of the Solar S, it's the strength in the distance of the field in the 

path of the MG field from the Sun which dictates the manifestation of the reality of the 

entity like Earth, Jupiter, Saturn and the rest. It's the filtering of the strength which gives 

you the end product, so you understand that the E is the filter, understanding the 

operation of the filter which is your E which will give you the finger, toe, height, color, 

size, or accepting higher temperature, the pressures and the rest. We have to learn how 

to use these filters. (1:13). How do we use our E as filter that with it we can change our 

P manifestation according to the environment in which we arrive at. Because we can't 

change the soul, which is the giver, the beginning and the end, is equal in every 

dimension, if filtering of the fields of the Sun are blocked on one side we see the 

reduction of the heat which comes to earth or if it is a massive explosion, what is in our 

direction we get the vast of it. They call these solar flares then we get ?? vac with it, 

then it put out the Canadian Internet years ago, it is the same as a stroke when the 

energy comes and the Physicality and E can't handle it and damages the P and you get 

paralysis and the rest. There is a similarity in the work of the U, if you understand the 

work of our brain, our soul is not something that sits somewhere but is the creator of our 



Physicality and what we have chosen to call soul, according to the filters put across it by 

the P structure of reducing the strength of the source (1:15).  ends up in the operation 

and creation of the brain where in interaction with the environment ends up with the 

Physicality of the man in controlled, and the direction of the P part of the brain. We 

have to understand how we can control our E that can lead to the rapid change of the 

Physicality according to the atmosphere. This means that you go to a very high density 

environment MG field, with the structure of your body now and the brain not being in 

control of the E you get dissolved in the higher strength. But now if you understood, 

and you can control your E, that you can immediately go to the higher strength and 

absorb less in the structure of the brain energies, then you become parallel with the 

environment, and your body takes the structure of your environment then you can stay 

alive. Let me explain another way, you know when you get hurt, you get afraid, you 

start sweating and changing the color of your face... now you have to go a step further, 

we know how to do it, but because of the condition of this atmosphere  (1:17).  of this 

planet we never have to practice it. The way you turn red when you get shy, it's the E 

that effects the Physicality in receiving so much energy from the soul that manifests 

itself in different colors. We know that man has in his structure, that if he doesn't want 

something he can even through the E dictate the cutting off of a limb or part of the 

body. We do it so perfectly that we call it psychosomatic. What is psychosomatic? 

psycho is E. We are at the same position with this as we are with the Chinese wok 

making N coating and eating Gans for centuries, but we never understood, now we have 

to understand and become masters in this process. It's part of us, the reaction of the soul 

of the man is the same. (the black man went to China and changed into a China man 

over thousands of years through his E). The black skinned man came from the east coast 

of central Africa going to Siberia and becoming the most beautiful skin of white, blond 

hair and blue eyes. You put the same man coming out of Africa and due to the 

conditions of the environment he becomes Norwegian, blond, different structure. (1:19). 

You send him back, change his environment again and put him to South America and 

his physical structure (skin) changes again. The environment has changed the man 

according to the E of the survival. You send him back again to Australia and you get 

Aborigines. Now we understand that it is the E in respect to the environment gives us 

the Physicality and its appearance. But in space we don't have 10,000 years to wait for 

the change. The conditions of the outside environment dictates the transformation of the 

reduction of the strength, or the filtering the fields of the soul, that the filtering allows 

the manifestation of a new entity as we wish and to be able to live in the environment 

that we have arrived in. It is for us to become the balancer and it's that environment 

which dictates the appearance. This is important, then you see that in space you don't 

need a spacesuit. We already wear a spacesuit called the skin of the man. It's the best 

suit you could ever make, it regenerates itself, changes its color, makes different 

presentation if you get angry or shy, it grows fingers shorter if the environment dictates. 

(1:21).  Now this mini trial of the man for thousands of years on this planet is going to 

be opened to the bigger tribe in the span of the U. This is the truth about the space 

program and how man will go into space not that we understand the science of the space 

T and the essence of the creation through the work of the Pl. I was talking to a 

journalist, I said what is your problem why do you think you can't fly from Accra into 

space? The banner will go up soon, "Fly to space from Accra", they laugh, then we 

explain in a simple way, they say, what, now we become the leader, better then the 

Americans? Why not? We learn with them, they are brothers. They made the steps for 

us to be able to do something else. With the spaceship program I will bring all the 

nations to become one, that is the ultimate goal. We give the teachings free and all the 



workshops especially since Christmas when we started the space technology, will be 

repeated across this planet many billions of times. (1:23). You go into a box and decide 

how to make your presentation, control the pressure, the M fields that you start learning 

how to mutate. Right now these things are beyond your imagination, in 5 to 10 years 

you'll speak about it as if man has been in space for a lifetime. I always tell the story of 

the man who went to Russia and came back to Iran and told about a metal thing that 

fly's and you get on it (airplane), they all thought he was crazy and 5 years later they 

built the first airport in Iran, then they said the gut wasn't crazy but he saw the future. 

The leaders in this T will merge with the leading scientists in the space programs will 

bring the T to normality like computers, we'll just walk into it. The understanding of the 

soul in the filtering of teh E by the brain will dictate how much the structure of the brain 

will change and we become the comelian of space like the rest of teh UC, we'll 

understand the essence of the creation and the way we are created according to the 

space and the dimension they are in, and if we can find similarities in the strength then 

we'll keep part of what we are and the other part will change to fit into the environment 

and we become the passengers of the U. (1:25). The work of the Universal and World 

Councils, which I left them free, I deliberately don't interfere with any of them, because 

they have to find their way, it's the job of teh 6 members of teh W Council to get 

together, you don't need me, I don't set the standard or interfere. I just sit and say to 

myself when are these 6 going to meet and start making the conditions that their wishes 

become the wish of humanity. I don't head any meeting. Your excellencies, you are 

failing humanity. It's the job of all 6 of you to start and set it, your wish will  be the wish 

of humanity. We have chosen the most beautiful souls on this planet to be the members 

of the World C. I never called a meeting, but if you ask I will try to attend. I don't take 

part in the Universal C meetings because they have to learn themselves, not for me to 

set up ?? They have to learn how to be teh filter between the UC and Universal Council 

(earth) and humanity. You 6 excellencies are not doing your job. You have to set and 

issue your wishes that the humanity takes the course, because now you know that you 

are the filter btn the 2 sides. (1:27).  It is teh Universal C in teh meeting coming up in 

Rome that together we set the course for humanity, the conditions for it, and it will be 

done. It has to be through the efforts of the souls of the Universal C, not by name, 

gather together and make decisions. You have been given the power! The 14 core  

members, their souls are with you, we support and do not interfere. 56 

 

(1:32). Why do we see so many people of the UC in the shape of man, when they detect 

them or video them?  

 

(1:38).  The way you stand naked shows the operation of your soul and shows the 

filtering you have done to be in that manifestation. The men of space see the light of the 

soul of the man not the physicality which is subject to the environment, and it will be 

the same with the man, you'll become an expert in seeing things, where you see there is 

no animosity and no need to fight, you want this it is yours, you can have part of my 

soul because you want to taste how I taste, have it, because I create the field for you to 

feel how I feel. I give it to you feely. The strange thing is that our soul has been doing 

this from the time of the inception of the soul, one has never made it open to the man, 

the manifestation of physicality on this Earth, because the atmospheric condition and 

position of this planet, in this Galaxy and Solar S, dictates for it to be this way. Please 

start testing, making cubes. Ali in Canada started and he went the wrong way in the 

development, and that put us somewhere away. We saw with Jackie going on that 

course but being in 2 dimensions of the earth, atmospheric, and the conditions were 



created, there were things touched.  (1:40). I referred some people a few weeks ago, 

Farhrad or Richard, that they are doing some things in different ways because we have 

to set, it's for them to learn, not for you to boycott and torture them. Do you want me to 

tell how you others are doing things which is not the correct way, when we spoke about 

people they corrected their way, it is not to become anti or against, we don't go in the 

back and do things, in the front so that they teach you more and they learn more. We 

have to be open to be able to learn, not taking a ?? and boycotting and going the other 

way. You don't go to the Workshops to become, but to give. What I give is what I learn, 

and when you give you learn more. We saw the German group trying to boycott Farhrad 

because Keshe said this, yes they do things different then we taught, they learn, we don't 

do things in the background. Richard wrote to me, do you know what you said, ?? 

praised, ?? wants to learn from it that now you go to them and say now you know the 

correct way, show us the correct way because they learned it. You, humanity work 

totally opposite. Try to understand and you'll be the next people who make the next 

developments, structures, mistakes, and conditions. (1:42). It's you who has to be the 

pioneers of opening the doors. In a few years time a blacksmith will not exist nor the 

bread makers which we were dependent on for life. We will not touch bread, we'll have 

it in the museums because now we can absorb the energy and eat according to ...  would 

you like to take bread to planet Zeus, it would not exist (there) it would only be energy 

gone. We'll carry the memory and taste of the bread because we have it in our AA. Try 

to make new environmental conditions, Ali became good at it but he lost his track and 

got pulled into other dimensions of whatever, and he is working on it. We saw it with 

Jackie, it was beautiful work that was going on with Jackie, but you have a problem in 

this condition, remember that once you leave the environment of this zone of creation 

you're ?? on, you have to live the condition of the atmospheric of this planet, it's not that 

you are any different, but you are traveling btn 2 spaces, it's up to you to condition 

yourself and understand. In the sea I need to go deep so I need a special suit, it looks 

funny if you walk into the McDonalds with a full diving gear. (1:44).  It's the situation, 

the condition there doesn't apply here, because you're so P you haven't understood this. 

If you create the condition of the field strength of a given environment and you stay in it 

you'll behave that way. You experience new dimensions of life according to what you 

allow your filter, which is your brain to allow to manifest in Physicality. You will have 

many schools, now you have driving schools, and so many schools to learn things, and 

now they will change you'll have schools for planet Zeus condition, etc. I want to go to 

Zeus for holiday for 3 weeks and you go to practice for that condition, until you learn 

that you don't need to go to these schools, because now you learn how to transform and 

you won't have the fear of what's going to happen to me, because you convert when you 

get there, you evolve into it, because this is the way the life works. The fear of the 

unknown has been the cause of this condition. As I told you very recently I spoke with 

one of the top guys responsible for NASA mission to Mars, he's a very good friend and 

he's responsible for landing a man on Mars in the next decade. He told me that I am 

boycotted by NASA nobody can speak to you. I said, how stupid the most advanced 

man in space technology is boycotted by the worst one (lowest technology), to show the 

meager understanding of totality. (1:46).  that it puts shame on them or do we work 

together. He said. there is instruction from HQ of NASA, nobody can talk to you 

because it shows how stupid we are, you are talking too advanced then we can't show 

you're different. Very soon NASA will not exist this way, they have to teach us with 

their equipment financed in America government space technology, the Russian the 

same, to advance the man from space into a spaceship. And this is what you have to 

learn. We will make the swimming tanks of the different environments of the U, not for 



man to change a screw, because you made the screw ?? It will come from the man that 

when you put your hand and you know that this is something for me to connect this to 

this for the comfort of Air-conditioning it will appear, manifest because it is your wish. 

You know what needs to be, so you don't need to make, ?? give manifestation to the 

Physicality for what is needed. I will speak to you in 10 years time and then you'll see, 

and say to me how did you know. I am the messenger of the U, I can teach you 

everything, but you as children of man have to learn how to understand more and take 

the shackles of ignorance in respect to the new knowledge away from your eyes and 

your mind. You will walk through ?? the UC. We are here to bring peace to the man and 

deliver the message of the U. We are not here to enforce, we are here to enlighten, share 

knowledge and see you as equal, (1:48).  and join us. I am the beginning and the end. 

You have to understand so you can get rid of the fear. There is no unknown, it is the 

lack of trying to know what we know and how we can convert it to our own 

understanding and intelligence. You'll be surprised when man in the next few weeks or 

months goes to space or when you create the condition so that you can see the others 

from other universe among us. How easy you speak their language. It was stupid of us, 

we were speaking French when we were trying to speak English, and now we 

understand the language of U, because the language of the U comes from the soul. And 

every entity has a center and it is all the same. You have to understand how to transfer 

the E from the tip of the finger to the center of the brain where it sits, and how fast you 

can change this, that in a condition that you brought in fits the environment. You never 

die, man will never die in the deep space. Accidents will happen when the fields get 

divided, you go through what we call Neutron division, but as long as there are no 

accidents man will survive the spans of U for millions of years. A thousand years 

according to man is a peanut, a drop of a pin in life of the U. They say the U is 14 

billion years old, they don't even know how many billions of years. (1:50). It happened 

how many billions of years before by order of magnitude you don't have the tools to see 

it, you only see the matter part. When it comes to the crumb the stars and Galaxies are 

nothing but the crumbs of the work of the U, you never see, you don't have the 

intelligence at this point in time, until you go into space and live like the man of the U 

will you see the truth about the creation of the U. I am the creator and everything is 

transparent to all. You will say to yourself that you create yourself according to the 

environment. I made myself in the shape of myself, not I made man in the shape of the 

creator. I am the creator, because my soul, the creation of its energy dictates how I 

manifest myself. Teaching the human race has been nothing but headaches and 

problems because man is afraid of his own dimensions of his existence. I'll tell you 

something that you'll start enjoying, try to understand, because you can do this on this 

planet, you have the facilities within the structure of your brain to achieve it, there is a 

limitation to it and a speed ??, try to change the color of one hand, if you're a white man 

to black and then walk into a house, you can do it, don't forget that you went from black 

to white, it's in your DNA and sits in your RNA. (1:52). You are not going very far, and 

try to change the other arm into yellow. In the beginning it might be horrendous but 

you'll teach them how to do, there is no need for make-up we carry the make-up of the 

U.  40 

 

 

(2:00).  There is no difference if you understand, I have yellow skin and look Chinese, 

it's so nice, such a pleasure, then you become yellow. Have you ever asked why people 

have different color skin, go in their soul and find out what they wish ?? Because at the 

moment the skin of the white shows education and graduation for abuse, I want to 



graduate (advance) to be abusive so I want to become a different color. Why not all the 

whites want to be black to become serene and become part of the other, why do we need 

color, why can't we all become transparent so it doesn't show where we come from, why 

don't the World Council and UC make ?? that from now on we stay at the power of the 

same structure but to the eye of beholder that we are all the same color. Your wish is 

your command that's why I don't attend any of your teachings because I can teach you 

so much but you misread it, you misconduct, this why you make your own path and 

teaching and you understand what you have to do. (2:02).  .. the problem is not the 

education, it is openness of the mind, understanding the interaction of the fields ... there 

is no problem, it's openness of the acceptance, and applying the right way. It's the way 

things have to be for us to be intelligent to understand the work of the U. For us it's the 

reality of the space gap, at what field do you want to release to be in comparison to the 

environment of what to be. There is no need for a spacesuit. (2:04).  and no need to go 

to a class to learn the language of planet Zeus because there they all speak the same 

language, the language of the soul of the man. The extent to what we can understand it 

and accept it, will be our own problem. Can we be a part of the reality of ourselves, can 

we change the situation with our own existence through our E. Can we feel our child 

without actually being physically with it, through the contact of the soul. ?? What do we 

want to bring in reality the capture of the life of the man. Do we understand the reality 

or do we escape into other dimensions. (2:06). In the end in one way or another we are 

all the same. The beauty is skin deep so it is with the UC, the souls are all the same. We 

will not look at the reality of the Physicality but at the reality of the essence of what we 

want to be shown. The clothes won't be there to hide in ..  these teachings for you at this 

moment is far fetched, but in the coming time you'll ask yourself, how come we didn't 

see and understand it, without being put in the position you can't practice and 

understand, you can't dive on the ground, you need a pool of water, you have to create a 

condition that there is a water that you can swim in, create a condition that the field 

strength and dimension are equal to confirmation of existence without endangering the 

separation of division. (2:08). You will go into environments that allows the separation 

and division of your soul, what you call the soul of new born, because that soul will 

start gathering energy from the others, that it be sure ?? soul. This is how creation is 

done in the realms of the creator not with the physical sex that man has gotten used to. 

The conversion of the neutron to an electron and a proton is the true existence of the 

division of the creation, and that shall be it for the soul of the man. The distance of the 

proton within it in conjunction of the others, to structure it, is the same for the 

accommodations of the energies of the U. The structure of an atom is a male and a 

female and an electron, and when the female divides you call it the division of a neutron 

and you start a new cycle of life. There is no difference, it is the man who has to 

understand the truth and the operation of the universal ??. (2:10). Any questions. We 

have 107 viewers who can ask questions. This is the teaching I have been waiting for 

my whole life, thank you Mr. Keshe may your soul be elevated. Colleen put together a 

letter to our President about health care advances, I hope this helps. (2:12). How is fear 

dealt with in the realms of the soul? Fear is a condition that we do not understand where 

the Physicality will show itself. The fear is the condition of how do we allow ourselves 

to exist without dividing, it is a restriction we put that we don't want to give anymore, 

it's the strength that puts limitations, how we can disturb the conditions, how we can 

survive the conditions, how much we can give without being taken, how much can be 

given without giving of totality. ... (2:18). Rick talks about using 3D games about going 

into space and starting out according to the conditions using Gans, etc. Could use the 

games to practice going into space. Using Virtual Reality instead of video.  (2:22).  Q: 



When are we going to become One Planet and One Nation? When the humanity in total 

decides. She says, it doesn't look like that is going to happen. According to your book 

there are 2 ways, our planet is going to be decaying and there will be a sister earth and 

people will be transferred to that one, ?? and some people are going to die. The second 

theory is that there must be a threshold of peaceful people because it's never going to 

happen that everybody will become peaceful, so if the threshold is 10% will that happen 

spontaneously and everybody else will automatically become peaceful and then we can 

join the UC. Is this correct? ... can you explain yourself further then you'll find your 

own answer. (2:24). ?? something about the sister earth ... is the earth decaying? yeah. 

okay so all the mayhem and earthquakes from the decaying of the earth ... birth given to 

the new planet then the peaceful people automatically transferred and the others stay 

here and will die, they'll think the end of world is here but it's not. The peaceful people 

on the new earth will join the UC. Is this correct. yes but we have to decide as a whole. 

But the whole isn't going to decide on this, if we have to wait for the whole ... It's the 

decision of the World Council and Universal Council. One of the questions I have with 

the UC is why do they communicate with governments and not with people? We don't 

know what the UC is doing, their work we are not aware of. Ask the members of the 

UC for the guidance. (2:26). Sandie comes on and says that the communication in the 

UC is going on now so that they can understand each other so that when they do go out 

and talk to everyone, that everyone is equal. A question to Keshe, when you say that 

Aliens that come into our atmosphere have no choice in how they form, that the 

atmosphere dictates 2 lungs, kidneys etc. if that is the case then it seems you are saying 

that when a E comes into this atmosphere it takes on a P ...  it means that our E state 

was already decided before Physicality came through, that there is a higher E state that 

we are not aware of and need to become. So we are aware of the drama but not the soul 

E. (2:28).  14 

 

(2:40). Video of Zn balls and E with pendulum, the Gans started to climb a little 

towards the side she was on. Another experiment she filled a glass pendulum with Gans 

and water and little Fe powder, after a week or so the water disappeared but the clothe 

bag was never wet.  (2:52). There was some movement of the hand but that aside 

pendulums were used to discover the rotating of the earth, there is one here in Italy so it 

does register the interaction of fields. What would happen if you changed the 

concentration of different Gans' in the ball underneath. (2:54). Shows another 

presentation a man developed a scale using a pendulum to indicate different strengths.  

(2:59). .. We have to come up with a method to measure it. (3:01). What if we hang 

these coils from the same thread on the same point and see how the pendulum reacts. 

The pendulum makes 3D measurements. These are the beginning of finding a 

measurement S,  people have started thinking about it. Rick says it's the same with 

dowsing rods for finding water.  ... use a bowl of Gans and see what you get. (3:06). 

Alza put Zn patches on shoulders and could double her limit of P exercise. (3:09) 

People who take Gans Water at night before sleep they sleep a solid night, the majority 

of those do, does the water change the E. ... We are crippled by not having a 

measurement S. ... we see the results without knowing. (3:11). We need tools to 

scientifically validate the technology. We need a video to show how the measurements 

were done. (3:13). Klaus says that they did a workshop using the pendulum which is a 

scientific method they have used for 25 years. Will show in next workshop or 

conference in Rome. They standardized all the measurements with the pendulum to 

show resonance of fields. (3:17).  It's the interaction of the E, so when I hold it there 

will different reaction. We need to develop a free standing pendulum. (3:20). The flight 



S in the 3D is getting built by people in the background, you will see. This chart allows 

us to look at the 3D structure of it. Q: What is the relationship of hot and cold with the 

Pl. The heat doesn't touch the Pl as such, but it does in a very small way on the matter 

state, the field strength of the Pl on the whole we should not see much difference in 

respect. It's like when you put CO2 in a patch, whenever you touch it it's still cold, with 

ZnO2 or CuO2 you don't get that coldness. (3:22). We understand only the matter state 

of a Pl the environmental effect. Is temperature jsut a vibration or some kind of 

frequency? Temperature is the release of the energy in a given strength, so it's when the 

Pl is at a given strength of the Gans of a given environment that can interact you will 

see the temperature difference or what you call heat. You don't see interaction of the Pl 

with Transition strength because it just goes through it, so the Pl has to be at the 

strength of the environment that it can create the interaction or it's just like neutrinos it 

just goes through, because they are a highest order they don't interact with the lower 

order, they're not there. I heard some theories that the center of the Sun is not hot, is it 

true? If you are at the strength of the Pl you feel it, it's an interaction at your level. I 

understand. You have to be at that point. The neutrino crosses the boundary ?? in the 

brain of the man, astronauts, when they get to the energy level strength of water in the 

eye they show themselves as photons, light, but in fact they are not interacting with 

anything when they go through the brain, they are of a higher order and to them it 

doesn't exist. It opens a passage through it, until it becomes equal it can interact. (3:25). 

With the lights, if you look at the energy of the Sun, if we interact with the full 

spectrum of all the M fields of everything which is in interaction with the Sun, most 

probably we won't get a bright light, we get a different color light, we might get a 

different speed of the interaction of the light, in the matter state you call it, Aurora, you 

see a spectrum of lights, a rainbow, it's the same with the field, you have to be in that 

strength to be orange or yellow. Okay if we have enough density of Pl, ??       end. we'll 

meet you in Rome. 

 


